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Gentlemen: 
The study under this grant has two basic objectives : (l) the prepara-
tion of certain divalent carbon compounds as stable condensed phases at ver y 
low temperatures) and (2) the general development of a body of chemical 
facts under the extreme condition of cryogenic cooling. This second objec-
tive underlies all of the research programs of the Cryochemistr y Laboratory 
at Georgia Te ch. 
The divalent carbon compounds that are to be studied will be produced 
by the pyrolysis of a suitable parent species. For example) CF
2 
may be 
made by the pyrolysis of c2F4 or CF2co or other parent substance. The e f -fluent gas from the pyrolysis part of the experiment will be rapidly 
quenched to cryogenic temperatures . Processing and analysis of t he conden-
sates will also be performed at the very low temperatures . 
Technical progress during the first semiannual reporting period may 
be summarized a s fol lows: 
a) The Bendix time-of-flight mass spectrometer has been modified to 
permit the analysi s of a l ow tempe~ature substance without prior warm-up . 
This de si gn was finalized in conferences with the Bendix research and 
engineering staff. The functi oning of the spectrometer when applied to 
the analysis of a substance that i s thermally unstable above 100° K will 
be i nvesti gated during the next reporting period . 
b) A molecular beam inlet system to the mass spectrometer i s being 
designed. The design will be completed and the apparatus assembled during 
the next reporting period. 
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etc., is being designed. 
d) A distillation colwnn operable to 20° K and provided with 
refrigerated sample introduction and withdrawal systems for use with sub-
stances which are thermally unstable above about 100° K is being designed. 
e) The principal investigator gave a plenary lecture introducing 
the subject of "Low Temperature Chemistry" at the recent Fifth International 
Symposiwn on Free Radicals that was held at Uppsala, Sweden, July 6-7, 1961. 
Copies of this lecture were delivered to Mr. Harold F. Hipsher of NASA on 
June 22, 1961 . An additional three copies are attached t o this report, 
f) The laboratory modifications have been completed. The expense 
of these changes ($5,600.00) was borne by Georgia Tech, as was the cost 
of a four-channel Visicorde r oscillograph ($3,071 .00 ). This instrument 
will be used on the NASA supported program . 
A statement of expenditures for this period that has been prepared 
by the accounting office is attached. Note that item (la) in this report 
includes charges for a larger portion of the time of the principal investi-
_gator than was planned for in the proposal. This seemed advisable due to 
the inertia of initiating a new program and due to the lack of graduate 
assistants in the initial months of the program. The study, which now 
involves three students is well underway, and hence np additional reap-
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Gentlemen: 
The study under this grant has two major goals. The general objective is 
the development of a body of knowledge concerning the chemical behavior of low 
molecular weight molecules under the extreme conditior. of cryogenic cooling. 
The specific objective is the preparation of carbene (methylene ) and its dihalo 
derivatives as pure substances in the condensed phase at very low temperatures. 
Tech':lical progress toward these objectives may be __ summarized as follows: 
A. Eq_uipment 
The major effort during this reporting period has been in tte constro.ction 
of a molecular beam line-of-sight inlet system for use with the Bendix time-of-
flight rr~ss spe~trometer. The ion source of the basic mass spectrometer has 
been modified to a llow use of either of two fast inlet arrangements. In one of 
these, the sample at cryogenic t emperatures rray be positioned t o within 2 mm ~f 
the elec~rcn beam of the ion so:1rce. That is, the sample on or.e side of a vacuum 
wall leaks through a pin-hole to emerge into an electron beam which makes grazing 
i ncider..ce on the other side of the separatir.g wall. .Alternatively, the sample, 
again at cryogenic tempera·cues, can be positioned to within about 2 em of the 
electrm~ beam, and, using a pair of baffles, tb~ sample molecules may be made t o 
tra-.;-el a collision free path from the cryogenic _ reactor to the i onization ctaniber 
of the spectrometer. I n the former inlet system, one has a jet or a hydrodJ~amic 
flow of sample, whereas in the latter scheme, one has a collision free molecular 
beam. Present emphasis is on the latter of these t~chniq_ues . 
Regretably, due to a series of seemingly interminable delivery delays on the 
spectrometer by the Bendix Corporation, the final che ck-out of the analytical 
techniq_ue has not yet been accomplished. 'llie spectrometer was delive::.~ed on 
Januar~ 3, 1962 and its installation and check-out is now underway. 
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Due to the long delay in obtaining the spectrometer no experimental results 
have been obtained during this reporting period. Neither the scope nor the detail 
of' the experiment has changed however. The first trapping experiments will have 
the objective of preparing CF2 which is to be produced by the pyrolysis of (a) 
teflon and (b) tetrafluoroethylene. The mass spectrometer analy-!::,ical technique 
should give definitive data on all species that are present in the low temperature 
sample as well as data on the nature of reactions that occur during the warm-up 
of these materials. 
The impetus here remains the possibility of preparing these low molecular 
weight species as pure condensed phases at cryogenic temperatures. T:lis objective 
was given renewed support by the recent report by Dr. D. A. Ramsay of the National 
Research Council at Ottawa that they now believe CH2 to have a singlet or a 
'molecular" ground state, i.e., CH2 seems to not be a free radical. This tenta-tive conclusion which was reported at the Fifth International Symposium of Free 
Radicals at Uppsal.a last July, is very significant since low molecular weight 
free radicals apparently cannot be prepared in hi@1 concentration. 
C. Plans for Next Reporting Period 
l. Complete the check-out of the performance of the newly constr~cted cry-
ogenic inlet system with the mass spectrometer. 
2. Determine the values of the parameters that define the pyrolysis portion 
of tre experiment to optimize the yield of CF
2
. 
3. Initiate the quenching and purification phases of the experiment. Both 
of these operations are to be performed at cryogenic temperatures. 
APPROVED: 
W~~ C. Whitley, Chief I 
Ch~cal Sciences Divisi~ ) 
Respectfully submitted, j 
Henry 4. McGee,, Jr. f 
Research Associate Professor 
of Chemical Engineering 
Principal Investigator 
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Gentlemen: 
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'I'he study under this grant has two major goals. The general objective is 
the development of a body of knowledge concerning the chemical behavior of low 
molecular weight molecules under the extreme condition of cryogenic cooling. 
The specific objective is the preparation of carbene (methylene) and its dihalo 
derivatives as pure substances in the condensed phase at very low· temperatures . 
Technical progress toward these objectives may be summarized as follow-s : 
A. Equipment 
Chemical synthesis a t cryogenic temperatures is complicated by the necessity 
of in situ or cold chemi cal analysis. 'Ihe major effort during this reporting 
period, as in the previ ous one, has been i n the construction and check out of 
the molecular beam sampling system for use wi th the Bendix time -·of-flight mass 
spectrometer. The apparatus has been assembled and verification of its satis-
factory functioning is in progress. These experiments involve two systems, 




NO + l/2 02 
which varies from essentially all N0
2 
to all NO at pressures of 100 microns and 
over t he convenient temperature range of :i.00-400°C serves to verify the opera-
ti.on of the molecular beam i.nlet. The furnace that is used in these experiments 
is made of type 304 stainless steel and is r e si.stance heated by means of nichrome 
wi ndings. The equilibrium gas i s sue s in molecular flow· from the furnace through 
a. 0.0135 in . diameter hole (No. 80 drill), following whi ch a small portion is 
passed by a 0.002 in. diameter hole in a gold foil baffle into the ionization 
space of the spectrometer . The tempe:cature of the furnace is monitored wi th a 
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Attention: Office of Research Grants and Contracts, Code BG 
chromel-alumel couple and the pressure with a CEC micro-manometer . The experi-
mentally determined equilibrium concentrations are then compared with earlier 
experiments and with thermodynamically computed values. 
Ozone difluoride was selected for study because (l) it will serve to verify 
the functioning of the cryogenic aspects of the analytical system since it de-
composes rapidly above ll6°K and (2) the mass spectrum of 0 F2 is unknown and 
hence the data will be new· and hopefully contributing to a ~efinitive assignment 
of the structure of this interesting molecule. The apparatus for the synthesis 
of o
1
F2 has been assembled. It includes a discharge tube reactor which operates 
at 10 mm Hg pressure and immersed in liquid oxygen. Following standard recom-
mended procedures, it was also necessary to assemble a barricade with suitable 
through connections for valving; etc. for the gaseous fluorine cylinder. 
The initial experiments with divalent carbon will involve CF2 which is 
here to be made by the pyrolysis of c
2
F4. This parent substance was not avail-
able commercially and hence it had to be synthesized. Apparatus was assembled 
for the preparation of c
2
F4 by the pyrolysis of teflon and its subsequent puri-
fication by ordinary vacuum rack techniques. This preparation seems to work 
very well yielding a water clear product which boils near dry ice temperatures 
(-78°c). 
B. Program 
Neither the scope nor the detail of the experiment has changed from that 
proposed. cx
2
, where X = H, F, Cl, Br and I, is prepared by the pyrolysis of 
several suitable parents, the effluent is rapidly quenched in a tandem eyre-
genic trap arrangement, and the nature of the low· temperature product is deter-
mined by cold, in situ, analysis with the mass spectrometer. The impetus here 
remains the possibility of preparing these low molecular weight species as 
pure condensed. phases at cryogenic temperatures. 
C. Miscellaneous 
l. A review paper entitled "Cryochemistry" has been accepted for publi-
cation in the September, 1962 issue of CRYOGENICS. Reprints of this paper will 
be forwarded to NASA as soon as they are available. 
2. Mr. William J. Martin, a graduate student in chemical engineering, and 
who has been employed on this program for the past year has been awarded a 
National Science Foundation predoctoral fellow·ship. He will continue to work 
in low· temperature chemistry, but this award releases funds that may now· be 
used to initiate another graduate student. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
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3. The principal investigator is not involved in the teaching program of 
this Institution for the current academic term. Thus he will be able to work 
essentially full time on this research program. 
Approved: 
~Frederick Bellinger, Chief 




Respectfully submi~ted, 1 
Hen~ A. McGe~, Jr. V 
Principal Investigator 
Office of Research Grants and Contracts 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
1520 H Street, N. w. 
Washington 25, D. c. 
Attention: BG 
Subject: Grant No . NsG-123-61 
October 10, , 1962 
"Chemical Syntheses Requiring Cryogenic Temperatures as 
Preparative Techniques for Highly Endothermic Chemical 
Species" 
Gentlemen: 
The Expenditure Report for the period February 1, 1962 through July 31, 1962 
is as follows: 
1. Direct Salaries and Wages: 
a. H. A. McGee, Jr., Principal 
Investigator 
b. Graduate Research Assistants 
c. Student Assistants 
d. Other Personnel 
2. Overhead (61% of Direct Salaries and 
Wages) 
3. Materials, Supplies and Equipment 
4. Travel 
5· Freight and Express 
6. Amount Expended This Reporting Period 
7· Amount Previously Expended 
8. Total Amount Expended 





Very truly yours, 
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ABSTRACT 
The re search supported under this NASA grant has been concerned with 
some of the initial phases of establishing a long range study of the broad 
area of low temperature chemistry at this Institute . The objectives may 
be categorized under two major headings; (a) instrument development centered 
around the mass spectrometer and (b) initial low temperature stability studies 
with carbene and the dihalocarbenes. This research had not been under way for 
long before it was very apparent that the desired experimental information 
would have to wait upon the successful solution to severe problems of experi-
mental design. These problems grew from the requirements for separation and 
f or chemical analysi s of these highly reactive product mixtures which are 
also the rmally unstable . 
Since most of the reaction products or phenomena that are of interest 
will exis t only so l ong as the l ow temperature i s ma intained, it i s essential 
that chemical analyses be performed using cold materials and in manners not 
involving warm-up of any sort. To meet this requirement, t he time-of-fl ight 
mass spectrometer has been slightly modified and a cryogenically cooled sample 
inlet system has been desi gned a nd constructed . In this design, the ionizing 
e lectron beam of the spectrometer makes gra zing tangentia l incidence with the 
cold sample delivery system. Ozone difluoride, which is t he most powerful 
oxidizer known and whi ch begins to rapidl y decompose above 115° K, has been 
synthesized in this laboratory and is to be used to crystalli ze the operating 
techniques with this unique cryogenic ma ss spectrometer system. Since we are 
interested in the ultimate large scale production and utilization of the unusua l 
iv 
materials that can be synthesized by techniques requiring cryogenic tempera-
tures, we have concentrated on pyrol ysis for the genesis of either the species 
of interest or its precursor. Some high energy i ni tiation step such as this 
is required s ince very f ew r eactions will occu r at low temperatures by merely 
contacting ordinary substances that have been only precooled . Free radicals 
or excited species are required, and we are he re concerned wi th generat.i ng 
t hese species by processes that may, in principle, be generalized to l a r ge 
scale operation. Two molecular beam line-of - sight inlet systems have been 
designed and constructed during this grant period f or studi es of the effluent 
from pyrolysis experiments. The pyrolysis out put gas becomes t he ~ryogeni c 
reactor input gas . 
Technique s for the separation of the r eaction products have also been 
studied . The separation process is complicated by its demanding cryogenic 
temperature operation wi t h chemically highly r eacti ve and thermally unstable 
material s" Since simplicity rathe r th;;m e f f i c i ency seemed most desi r able, a 
fractional freeze-out and fractional sublimation apparatus which is desi gned 
as an integral part of the cryogenic i nlet system of the mass spectrome er 
has been developed. This permits continuous monitoring of the degree of 
separation that has been e ffected. 
Because of the appearance during this gr ant period of resu l ts obt a ined 
by other investigators from more ordinary temperature reactivit y studi.es and 
from spectroscopic studies, that dimini sh the feasibili ty of preparing carbene 
as a r e l atively pure reagent at low temper atures, we have concentrated on the 
dihalocarbenes . It now seems apparent that cr
2 
can be ma de by the pyrolysis 
of iodoform but not from c
2
r4. CF2 may appar ently be formed from C2F4 whi ch 
v 
in turn may be prepared from teflon .. Apparatus for the low pressure t hermal 
degradation of teflon is operative , 
Much of the work i nitia ted here is being continued under NASA grant. 
NsG-337, which is concerned in addition wi th the reactivity of R, N, and 
0 atoms with various simple molecules at cryogenic temperatures , 
vi 
I. INTRODUCTION AND SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND 
New applications of cryogenic or ve ry low temperature techniques have 
appeared at an unprecedented rate in recent years. The development of the 
cryotron as a memory element f or computers; of bubble chambe rs for the obser-
vation of nuclear events; of cryopmaping for producing ver y hard vacua; of 
the cryogenic gyroscope; of superconducting high f ield magnets, and many 
others have represented for thei r operation in fact) very s i gni ficant ad-
vances in cryogenic engineering . In addition to these new developments) 
the low temperature physici sts have continued their fundamental studies of 
superconductivity and superfluidity . 
Unlike any of these) this research program wa s centered about chemical 
reactivity and synthesis by processes imrol ving these very low tempera tures. 
We have coi ned . the word "cryochemistry" as a suitably descriptive term for 
chemistry and chemistry related studies such as solubility) structure) etc . 
at temperatures below about 100° K. In further contr ast) one should r e call 
that in the important research area o f free radi ca l stabilization, one pro~ 
duces a chemically labile species which is then trapped in an inert) rigid) 
u sua l ly glassy envi ronment which prevents subsequent reaction . In this 
sta t e the radical may be studied by a variety of physical techniques) and 
indeed) due to this technique much more has been learned in recent years 
·!t-
about free radicals than was ever before possi ble ( l) . How ever) in the 
type of experiments of interest here) the chemi cal rea ct i on in the l ow 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to literature citations that are summari zed 
in the Bibliography of t hi s r eport . 
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energy envirorunent is not retarded) but rathe r the observation of thi s 
rea ction forms the essence of t he experiment. The synthesis of previously 
unknown molecules) the preparation of species as condensed phases t hat are 
ordinarily observed only in the gaseous phase at very high temperatur es) 
and the preparation of new modifications of certain elements and known 
compounds a r e among expected results f r om these studies, Indeed there are 
several examples of the a ccomplishment of these objectives on a s cale such 
~hat they may be considered to be distinct chemical substances . Many such 
studies have been summarized in a review paper by McGee and Martin (2) . 
In the following few paragraphs) some of the more significant experimental 
techniques are listed together with some brief comment . 
Few r eactions will occur at r easonable rates below 100° K by simply 
mixing the cold reactants (2). One of the more interesti ng r ecent s tudies 
in this regard involves the apparent synthesis of nitrosyl nitrate by 
Parts ( 3 ) . When NO, dissol ved in either of several cryosolvents, and 02 
are contacted) one observes the formation of a red, green or blue precipi-
tate depending on the solvent and on the r atio of reactants . The blue 
product was formed in CH4 solution) the green in CO solution, a:cd trey 




to N2o4 i n the pr oduct.. The red product 
may be formed in hydrocarbon solutions o ther than CH4 and from infrared 
evidence ) ha s bee n assigned the structure ONON0
2
J ni trosyl nitratE r:4 L 
These and a very few similar studies are the be gi nnings of t he fi eld of 
solution chemi s try at cryogeni c temperatures, Thi s f ield has great pote n -
tial as a powerful technique f or t he illuci dation of r eacti on mechanisms . 
- 2 -
Combinations of low temperature trapping and the electric glow dis-
charge in a gaseous fa s t flow system have been used to effec t unusual 
chemical syntheses. The discharge may activate a single species which 
is then mixed with a second reactant and followed by a quench. Or the 
reac t ants may be premixed and then passed into a discharge tube that is 
itself maintained at a low temperature causing the products to be con-
tinuously conden sed on the walls of the cold reactor. The variati ons 
on the basic idea have been numerous. 
Some of the most inte re sting s tudies have been done in Russia by 
Kobozev and his associates (2) who have reacted hydrogen atoms with 
0 
liquid ozone at 77 K and have produced thereby hydrogen superpe roxide) 
H
2
o4 . Duri ng the r eaction) the dark purple film of ozone becomes trans-
parent and gla ssy . During warming the ma t erial evolves heat and oxygen 
at definite t emperatures and l eaves a concentrated solution of peroxide 
in '\-later in the reactor. The molar ratio of evolved oxygen to remai ning 
peroxide is always constant and is essentially unity . This was explained 
as the decomposition of H2o4 to form H2o2 and 02 . The l ow temperature 
product has been examined by optical spectroscopy) by elect ron spin 
re sonance spectroscopy) by x -ray diffraction) and calorimetri cally. 
There is still) however) enough disagreement on the interpretation of 
the nature of the l ow temperature material to make the preparation of 
H
2
o4 problematical i n the minds of some) but they are in a distinct 
minority . Duri ng the summer of 1961) the principal investigator visited 
these laboratories at the University of Mo scow) examined the apparatus 
and discussed the experiments in deta il with the Russian workers ~ 
-3-
Another example of the preparation of an unusual molecule from t he com-
bination of the gaseous discharge and cryogeni c temperatures i s that of the 




. Oxygen and fluorine gas are mixed in 
the stoichiometric ratio and led into a glow discharge maintained in a rea c -
tor immersed in liquid oxygen at 90° K. The blood red liquid o
3
F2 which is 
formed will condense on the walls of the reactor (2) . This liquid is one of 
the most powerful oxidizers known, being more powerful than either ozone or 
0 





H4, P, SJ solid ethanol, I 2 J or Br2 when cooled to 90° K will 




. Ultraviolet photolysis of 




( 2) " This 
same experimental arrangement has been used in the last several mont hs to 





been prepared during this study for use i n "proof exper i ments " wi th t he 
cryo genic inl et to the mass spectrometer, and will be di s cussed fur ther i n 
a subsequent section of this report . 
Ele ctric arcs or sparks between metal e l ectrodes completely su.bmerged 
in low boiling solutions have been used as preparative t echni ques " An a rc 
beb<~een potassium electrodes immersed in liquid argon yields a blue solid 
which may be a new modifi cation of that element (2 ) .. 
Flames have been operated submerged beneath t he s ·clr face of low boiling 
liquids. Hydroge n may be igni ted and will burn well beneath the surfa ce of 
liquid a ir or liqui d oxygen producing in addition to ice , r easonable quanti -
ties o f .NO and o
3 
in the former liquid, and o
3 
i n the latter ( 2 ) .. Eydrogen 
pe roxide i s not formed i n ei t he r instance. Acetylene wi ll l i kewi se b:.1r n 
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. A study of this "flame 
synthesis"technique at cryogenic temperatures is just getting underway in this 
laboratory , 
Finally, and of particular concern in the present NASA supported research 
program, synthesis techniques have been used wherein the effluent ga s from a 
pyrolysis experiment is quenched to very low temperatures .. As early as 1918) 
an attempt was made to prepare sulphur as a stable blue liquid (note the pr~:-
dieted color of the liquid) at low temperatures by quenching sulphur vapor 
that had been pumped through a hot tube (2 ). In the ga s phase at moderate 
temperatures, sulphur exists a s the dimer, s
2
, in significant amounts and the 
attempt was to trap it in this state. These early experiments were unsuccess -
:(ul, but in more recent times Rice and Sparrow and others have prepared sul-
phur as a purple solid by essentially the same technique (2). 
Another experiment involving thermal activation, has led to the supposed 
production of CCl2 by quenching to liquid air temperatures the e ffluent gases 
from the pyrolysis of CCl4 at 1 300° C ( 2 ) . A portion of t he present r search 
program involves repeatin g and e nlarging upon this experiment.. During thi s 
grant period, the principal investigator ha s visited in the Inst itu fur 
Anorga ni sche Chemie und Elecktrochemie at Aachen which is the laboratory that 
reported the CCl
2 
synthesis. These workers now feel that their experimental 
results ar e better explained by taking the produc t substance to be an e quimolar 
solution of chlorine and dichloroacetylene . 
During the period of this grant, a comprehensive r eview by t he principal 
investigator of this little explored field of chemistry was prepared and pre-
sented at the Fifth International Symposium on Free Radi cals in Uppsala > 
* Sweden. This review) which cites well over 300 original literatu re repor+Js 
and covers all techniques of chemical synthesis involving these temperatures) 
served to introduce a half day session on Low Temperature Chemi stry as part 
of the Fifth Sy1nposiwn, A really good program i n chemi cal synthesis mu .:o':: be 
capable of using all of these techniques . 
Present technology indicates that preparations of concentrated f r ee radi-
cals in amounts useful for propulsion are unlikely" However) t he preparation 
of new compounds which may be highly endothermi c ) and new form.s of known c:om-
pounds by t he technique s of l ow tempera ture chemistry are not. at all ,;nlikelyJ 
but rather) highly probable . It is our belief t ha t new processes for the s. n-
thesis of new compounds by these techniques is both possible and feasible , a t 
much re search in which a new technology must be developed needs t.o be done , Jn 
addition to the use of these high energy molecules a s propellants, studies on 
such compounds would y i eld new fundamental i nformation on chemi cal va l e ncy 1 on 
molecular structure a nd particularly on r eaction kinetics. 
)t 
Copi e s of t hi s document wer e sent t o NASA on August 25 ) 1961. The review i s 
a lso contained in the published book of the pro c-.eedings of tlE conference ( 6) . 
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II. SPECIFIC PROBLEMS AND RATIG:ti1ALE DEVElOPED DURING THIS PROGRAM 
Succinctly stated, the objectives of this study are to develop sources of 
carbene and the dihalocarbenes by the pyrolysis of suitable parent substances 
and to then investigate the chemical s~abi lity and reactivity of these spe cies 
at cryogenic temperatures. As a necessary prerequisite to these s t udies, the 
time-of-flight mass spectrometer was to be designed to permit the analysis of 
samples at cryogenic temperatures without their warm-up prior to ionizat;ion. 
Molecules containing divalent carbon can be made by a variety of tec.hniqves o 
As was discussed in the previous section, pyrolysis, gaseous dis c:hargesJ submer-
ged arcs and flames, etc . can and have been used to produce degradation of a 
parent molecule, the fragments of which may subsequently rea ct in or be t rapped 
by a very low energy environment.. In this study we have concen r ated on the 
production of the labile speci es by thermal decomposition of a sui tabl e paren·t 
mole cule . The rea sons for this we re twofold : firs t , a s imple pyrolysi s can be 
made to produce l arger quantities of the molecule of interest as compared to 
some others, for instance, to a photolysi s or irradiat ion technique ; and second, 
the thermal technique, being milder than any other, i s l east like l y to produce 
random degradation and electronically excited species which characterizes the 
glow discharge. From the point of view of t he low temperature synthesis of 
useable concentrations of postulated product substance s , much depends on the 
product species having a s ingl e t or a "molecular" ground state , Low mo::o- C>ular 
weight free radicals have a very l ow , if not zero , activation erergy for re -
combination a nd hence they may only be stabilized by diffu s ional inhibition ( l) ., 
Such a speci es i s t hen no t to be consider ed a s a chemical reagent .. 
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In the preparation of liquid CC12 by the quenching of the gases from the 
pyrolysis of cc14 , the pyrolysis was affected at 1300° C in the presence of 
carbon, and the low temperature quench used liquid air, The carbon to chlorine 
ratio of. the new liquid was found to be l :L9 and the molecular weig_.'J.t was 
determined to be 84,6, comparing favorably with the theoreti cal value of 82 .. 9 
for CC1
2
. The material was oxidized by air to phosgene, COC1
2
. Bowever, the 
original interpretation ha s now been retracted in favor of an interpreta t ion 
based on the a ssumption of the product being an equimolar mixture of Gl2 and 
CCl 2' 2 ' A mixture of these two compounds exhibits the same properties as noted 
for the substance quenched from th~ pyrol ysis of CC14
. 
Laidler and Casey (7) have predicted CH2 
to be a singlet with an excita-
tion energy of 19 Kcal to the triplet "diradi cal" state, Their calculations 
( . . ) permit the estimation of the heat of formation CH2 relative to C s) and H2 ·:. g 
of tl72 Kcal. Wal sh (8) has, however, reasoned that CH2 is in a t riplet state 
in which each hydrogen atom i s held to the carbon through a carbon sp hybrid 
atomic orbitaL Thi s problem has also been discussed by Lennard-,Tones (9L by 
Pearson, Purcell, and Saigh (10) and by many others . A most significant re ~.;j lt 
is that of Herzberg and Shoosmith who have made the first direct ob servation of 
CH2 (n)*, Subsequent studies by Herzberg have led to a value for the i oni za-
tion potential o f CH2, 10.396 ev, ( ll ) . From a sunrey of all data on •:;H2
, it 
seems apparent that the species is generally produced in an excited singlet 
state which decays to a triplet ground state only after many collisions (12) . 
These are cert ainly not encouraging circumstances for the low temperahJY :c 
trapping experiments that have been outlined here. 
* It is amusing that although the chemist has been using CH in hi s argwnents 
about reaction mechanisms for many, many years 1 it was onty in 1959 tnat t he 
spe cies was fi na l ly observed spectroscopically. 
III. APPARATUS 
A. Mass Spectrometer 
Chemi ca l analy sis in cryochemical investigations mus t be performed on the 
cold substances themsel ves ) and in a ma nner not a llowing warm- up " This resul ts 
from the fact that the product or effect that is of i nterest will often only 
exist as long as the low temperature is mai ntained. For exampl e) the interest-
a 




J begins to decompose above 115 K" Of t he 
many analyti cal devices that might be used for l ow temperature analysi s (l)J we 
have selected the Bendix t ime-of- flight mass spectr ometer . There were three 
basic r easons for this choice . First ) the output data are simple and easy to 
understand by persons not expert s in special ized a rea s of modern physics . The 
reverse of this is t r ue J for example) for t he nucl ear magnetic resonance and 
electron spin r esonance spectrometer . Secondly) t he mass spectrometer will 
detect all species and not just fre e radicals as does the electron spi n reson-
ance spectrometer. AndJ thirdlyJ t he Bendix instrument is designed such tha t 
it was r elatively a s imple problem to modi fy a nd adapt it for t he i ntroducti on 
of a cryogenic sample. The absence o f the magnets of a deflect ion type mass 
spectrometer makes for an open structur e which is r eadily amenabl e to the a ssem-
bly of complex cr yogenic dewars and associated appa r atus around the i on sour ce. 
The sample gas must not suffer collisions with any other gaseous molecules or 
with any surface tha t is not at ambient temperature prior to its di ssociati on) 
i onization and the acceleration of the sample fragments into the anal yzer sec -
tion of the spectrometer . And here ambient temperatures may be as low as 
0 
4. 2 K. The basic operation of the instrument ( 13 ) and the several desi gn 
modifications which were developed with consultation from the Bendix Corpora -






Figure l . I on Source of Mass Spectrometer . 
- lO-
The source is built around a re-entrant well on a header (Fig , l) which 
mates onto opening (a) of an unsymetrical p ipe c ross that is shown schematically 
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Figure 2. Ion Source and Cross Configuration 
(c) 
The mass spe ctrome t er i s pulsed at l Okc a nd he nce 10 )000 compl ete mass spectra 
are produced pe r second . The electr ons are gene r ated from an i nt ernally hea-ced 
0.00 5 in . tungst e n wi re and a r e normally kep t f r om e ntering t he ioni zation cham-
ber by means of a negati ve bias on a control grid . At the begi nning of ea ch 
cycl e ) a 0.25 mic r osecond pos i tive pulse is appli ed to t he cont r ol grid J all ow-
i ng t he magne ti cally collimated e l e ctron beam to pass t hrou gh t he i oni za tion 
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region. This electron beam may be amintained at a constant current while vary·-
int the energy between 0 and 100 volts. During ionization) all elements sur-
rounding the ionization chamber are at ground potential . With the inlet arrange-
ments developed during this NASA program) the sample is either injected as a 
molecular beam (see Fig. l); as either an effusive or hydrodynamic flow directly 
into the ionizing electron beam; or as a simple bleed into the cross for routine 
analyses. The first two of these will be discussed in some detail subsequently. 
Immediately after the electron beam is turned off by the control grid) the newly 
formed ions are pulsed out of the ionization region and given a n a cceleration of 
2800 volts whereon they travel down a l meter drift tube to an ion collector and 
magnetic electron multiplier. Since the ions) although having differing masses) 
will have the same energy) they will be traveling at different velocities and 
hence they will separate into mass dependent bunches. The arrival of each bunch 
at the multiplier produces a signal that is sui tabl y amplified and presented on 
oooscilloscope and onan oscillogr aph through an analog output circui try. 
The ion source of the ba sic spectrometer was somewha t modified to permit 
its use with cryogenic substances. The ion source modifications allow for 
(l) a wide open structure on the fa ce shown in Fig . l t o permit the direct 
insertion of the cryogenically cooled sample delivery device between the ion 
grids themselves) and (2) t o reduce to a minimum the heat l eak into the surfaces 
that form the ionization space by turning the cyclindrical portion of ~he re-
entrant well to a minimum wall thickness and by ma ximizing its length. The 
fo rmer design feature allows the ionizing e l ectron beam of the spect r ometer 
to make grazing t angentia l contac t with the cold ou.tlet ori f ice of the l ow tern-
perature system. The latter design feature all ows the i onization chamber itself 
-12-
to be refrigerated so that coll i sion with the walls will not destroy the sample. 
With this arrangement , the cryogenically cooled sample delivery system is inser-
ted into the re-entrant well of the ion header (opening (a) of Fig. 2). Because 
of the especially designed low thermal conductivity walls of the well ) -r;he bottom 
of the well may be cooled with a minimum refrigerant requirement and with a mini-
mwn production of objectionable cooling of the header . This latter characteristic, 
however, is not now being used in deference to configurations wherein t he bulk of 
the ions are formed from molecules that have made no collision wi.th any surface . 
B. Traveling Inlet System 
Two sample inlet systems have been built into an arrangement which permits 
their insertion and withdrawal without t he necessity of breaking the vacuu.111 in 
the spectrometer system itself. This feature is convenient for making small 
changes or adjustments in the inlet systems. One i nlet system consis~s of a 
furnace and differential pumping arrangement, and the second is the cryogenic 
inlet arrangement. For the want of a better name, these are here call ed a 
"traveling" inlet system. 
l . .Furnace Beam Inlet System 
As a prerequisite to understanding the nature of the quenched products , 
it is desirable to know exactly what species are coming out of the pyrolysi s fur-
na ce. Among other things, one would certainly want to adjust the pyrolysis ex-
perimental parameters of temperature, pressure , inert diluent or carrier, as well 
as the parent substance selection itself to give a maximum output of the species 
of interest, e . g., CF
2
. The pyrolysis output gas is the cryogenic input gas . 
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To this end, the apparatus shown schematically in Fig. 3 has been designed 
and fabri cated . Except for the insertion-withdrawal features, t h is design i s 
very much like that originally used by Eltenton (14) and subsequently developed 
by Lossing, et al. (15) (16), Kistiakowsky (17) and Herron and Dibeler (18), 
and others; and in all of which it has been possible to detect free radicals 
or short lived i ntermediates in reactions of various sorts. In essence the 
·)\-
experimental arrangement consists of a simple wire wound furnace [3] provided 
with a 0.013 in. orifice, one stage of differential pumping a nd final injec t ion 
of the sample gas into the ionization chamber of t he mass spectrometer in an 
only moderately well collimated molecular beam. The final inlet port may be 
either a 0.001, 0.002, or 0 . 0005 in diameter hole in a 0.001 in. thick disc of 
gold foil. Calculations indicate that the 0.001 in. port should yi eld a beam 
0.035 in. in diameter at t he point of electron bombardment. The 750 1./sec 
pumping system maintains a low background pressure. The entire furnace assem-
bly is mounted on a 4.5 in. diameter piston that moves in a double 0 - ring 
gland [12 ] into a vacuum lock [9] and finally advances to within 3/16 in. of 
the ion grids themselves . 
In the schematic shown in Fig. 3, the furnace beam assembly that under-
goes lateral motion controlled by the screw [ll ] has been shown in double 
crosshatching for clarity. The orientation relative to the i on source and 
cross of Figs. l and 2 is such t hat the cold trap [20] i s on the fla nge marked 
(d) of Fig. 2, the large gate valve of the inl et arrangement is on the flange 
marked (b) and the schematic is made as t hough looking directly at the top of 
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the ion source [l] throu gh the flange marked ( c ) of Fi g . 2. 
Fig. 4 is a photograph of the f u rna ce beam a s sembl y when disa s sembl ed 
into it s three ma j or components. From left to right these a rej t he piston 
assemblyj the main header with furna ce, radiation shields, e tc. mounted; and 
the differential pumping jacket and cooling assembly. Water is the normal 
coolant here , but the jacketed tube s allow t he u s e of liquid nitrogen a s wel L 
The coolant is circulated to within 3/ 4 in . of the final sli t , \vhi ch is i tself 
within 15/16 in . of the e l ectron beam of the spe ct rome t er . The furnace tube 
is heated ove r 2-l/2 in. and is rea s onably uniform in temperatur e. For example) 
in one experiment the temperatures were 5hl0 j 555° ) and 546° C at OJ l/2 and l 
i.nches from the or i fi ce r e specti vel y . About 1000° C i s the upper opera ting 
t empe ratu re of this furnace. 
The reason f or this rather complex mechani cal desi gn was t o allow t he 
furna ce and beam assembly to be wi thdrawn fo r minor adjustments without having 
a compl i cated di sa ssembly and without having t o break up the vac-o.UJTI i n the 
spectrometer. This latter fea t ure allows the spectromet er t o be u sed i n 
r out i ne analytical wor k when the f urnace and beam a ssembly is wi thdrawn) and 
it. al so allows one to u se the f ast r eaction i nl et of t he spectrometer whi ch 
is coaxial with t he i on dri ft t ube and ~Vhi ch permits t he sample to be inject ed 
directl y into the electron beam . A second furna ce inlet system has been bui.l t 
i n whi ch the appa r atus f its i nto t hi s fa s t reaction r e -entrant well of the i on 
source header . I t is described i n a l ate r section of this report. I n operation) 
the traveling f urnace beam inl et is positioned 3/16 i n. away from the front sur-
fa ce shown in the photograph of Fi g . l. Numberi ng t he ion grids f rom bottom t o 





Figure 4. Major Subassembl ies of the Furnace Bemn I nlet System. 
structure and ion grid No . l . The electrons are pulsed from right to left a c r oss 
the same space, i.e., at right angl es to the molecular beam, and t he ions are 
pul sed at right angles to both of these beams , i.e., out o f t he top of t he source 
assembly . An overall vie~o1 of the appara tu s i s presented i n the photogr aph of 
Fig . 5. 
2. Thermal Gradient Freeze - Out and Cryogenic Inlet System 
Having then determined the optimum pyrolysi s condi tions as described 
above, we must now demonstrate t he existence of the species of i nterest i n the 
condensed phase at cryogenic temperatures. We must also investi ga te the effecr 
of the concentration of the acti ve species i n an inert diluent on that species 
physical stability and chemical reactivity . The enri chment, or hopeful ly purifi-
cat.ion, of the active species i s a necessary part of this investigation . These 
t,hings, as well as the analytical and identifi cation aspects of the total experi ··· 
ment must be performed i n ways not i nvol ving prior warm·-up of t he product rna er-
ial s . Absolute temperature contr ol is essential t hroughout the experiment. I n 
t -hese studi es, the appara tus shown schematically i n Fig . 6 is being u sed i a 
attempt to meet these requirements . 
Again the cryogenic assembly is built into a piston which t ravels in t he 
same 0-ring gland, va cuum lock, etc . that were described above, i.e., the double 
cross -hatched device of Fig. 6 is to now be imagined t o be inserted i nto the 
apparatus of Fig. 3 in place of the double cross-hatched furnace beam assembl y 
shown there. The unit consists basically of two pots, [5 ] and [9], which may 
be independentl y thermostated at any tempe rature down to about 60° K. The t;wo 











SCALE - INCHES 
Figure 6. Schematic Diagram of Therma l Gradient Free ze - Out Assembl y and 
Cryogenically Cooled Mass Spectrometer Sampl e Inlet System . 
llib.int a.:i.n t h e :::onst ant temperat;'..lre of each pot . I n th1 s arra.ng ~men ·; r;.t:.~ e:c ~·· · 
~.rol. er ope:ra t;es the power to a beater -wo,:nd o.'"'. the ceLt -.- r k .bc '"~f c:a:;t po 
whj ch bucks the refrigeration t ha t i s con . i nuou.sly supplied by a c:are f Jll v 
adjusted input o f liquid nitrogen. Obta:i"' ing a fixed temperat.u re lher' i .; a 
maTter of man · a lly roughly balancing these .wo coun-t.era ~ .i n g :i f luenc.es, afr e r 
wUcb the cont roller will achieve and maintain t h e balance . With t_e po Ls at 
differe n t t empera +.ures , the conr;ecting tube [8] between these two reee. r o i r s 
t1a. s i mpressed 1.1pon it a thermal gradien t whi ch can be made t o have a r.y de s ired 
s lope, °K/cm. Every <:!hemist i s familiar wi t~h t;he bands of i r::e Jha t a re pro-
d'~~ed down .he walls of a U- t be cold trap when a ga s mix _;ure :is pumped through 
i -:-_;. Thi s e ffe c t i s pronounced when the dewar around the t rap i s p E. r t i c: l l :r f J.l l 
of ref rigerar:t. This part i al separation effect results from he differe c e s i r 
:;.he: vapor pressu :es of the several components. The theory of · he gr adi.en t tubt; 
shm~n ir:. Fig. 6 i s merely to spread out thi s thermal gradient _, t.o c.o 1Jr ol i t,) 
a nd to t a ke advantage of i t a ~ a separa ,ion .. echniql_.ce. Al hough made r;ompl :=-.ely 
o f r ather massive coppe r, t he outer sur faces of the pots [51 , [9li tbP gradienc; 
r .• / b'"" [81; and bot t s ide:; of t he radiati on shie l d [7] h a1re been gi ,re-n a be-avy 
ni ckel pla t.e to minimize t.hi s radia ti 1re heat J..eak from ·he en v i ro~mer:t . The 
i nner s ur f a e of both po~.s and the grad i e , t; f.'.< b e with whi ch the sample may come 
i n.c. conua C hav~ beer.. made chemically incr, by :;v;es.ting ir1 pla<".F a 3/8 x··O "OlC 
i.r.., monel t ube u sing p -..:;.:·e t in as a solder. Fig. 7 1 ,3 a photograph of :· hp low 
tempera+->.1re po with t.he parts displaye d i n a n "e xploded" man.."le:r. Tne 'lal ve 
at [10] of Fig. 6 i s a 1 / h iP... Hoke "flo···mi ,e " ball valve wi t h Ke
1
- ..., se:3. t s an.d 
tPflon packing whi ch has been mini t urized to +,he limit that sti l.l pre.serves .he 
:int grit.y o f the valve . The stem i s 25 in . long from the ba ll •.o +.J::te vacuum 






Figure 7. "Exploded" View of Low Temperature End of Cryogenic Purificati on 
and Inlet System . 
After a time of injecting the effluent from the pyrolysis pha s e of the 
experiment into this sys tem (the furnace may be mounted in the large i~side 
diameter of the upper pot)) assume that a series of bands of enriched speci es 
have been produced in the tube [8]. Now by appropriate manipula liions of t he 
temperature o f the two po t s) firs t the highes t vapor pressure substance) and 
then the next highest) and so on may be moved down the tube and into the 
lower tempera ture pot [9]. This pot or trap has a blade shaped nose [ll ] 
whi :~h i s advanced di r ectly into the i on grid s tack between the backing pl ate 
and grid No . l ( see Fig . l) . This blade shaped nose) being made of high 
t herma l conductivity copper) is at essentially the same temperature as is the 
pot itself (calculati on indicates a maximum f:..'I' c f 0 . 9° K here) . The hypodermi ::' 
delivery tube [l] whi ch is 0.020 i n. inside diameter) by 3 in . long, conducts 
t he sample gas from the main vo lume of the trap into the ionizati on space of 
t he spectrometer. The exi t end of the tube [12] in jects the sample di r ectl y 
into tte ionizing electron beam si nce when in operating position) i .e . ) with 
t he blade in the grid s t ack) the electron beam makes grazing tar gentia l ir,c i-
dence with thi s exi t port .. Again the fast pumpi ng system (750 l /sec) ma i n -
tains the background spectra at a suffi c i ently low va lue. 1'he photograph of 
Fig o 8 show s the comple t e l y assembled device and sho;~ ld be compared with the 
partially disassembled insert shown in Fig. 4. 
The crucial experiment s with this arrangement whi ch will verify the 
stable exi stence of the dihaloca r benes at cryogenic temperatures have not yet 
been pe rformed. Such experiments are in progres s and will be reported on at 
a l ate r date. The equipment is not restri cted to the diha locarbenes) but may 






Figure 8. Photograph Showing Overall Appearance of The r mal Gradi ent Freeze - Out 
Assembly and Cryogenically Cooled Mass Spectrometer Smnpl e I nlet System . 
C. Coaxial Furnace Beam Inle t System 
For pyrolysis studies not requiring such high temperatures, it is more 
convenient to use a much simpler furnace and inlet arrangement which may be 
mounted coaxilly with the drift tube,inside the re-entrant well on the ion 
source header. The arrangement developed under this NASA grant is shown 
schematically in Fig. 9 In order to study the equilibrium composition of 
the vapor over c
2
I 4 and other easily volatile solids as a function of temp-
erature it was necessary to design an inlet system capable of handling solids. 
Such a system must include a heating unit t o ma intain a suitable vapor pressure 
over the solid parent and a separate furnace to subject the vapor to the de-
sired decomposition temperature. In addi tion the entire gas handling system 
must be always at l east as warm as the heating unit to prevent the premature 
condensation of the vapor and consequent lowering of the pressure in the 
furnace. 
The inlet system was constructed so tha t the outlet of the furnace was 
within l/8 in. of the e l ectron beam of the mass spectrometer ion source. 
The entire system was built as a unit whi ch can be attached to or removed 
from the spectrometer with a minimum of effort . 
The furnace tube itself is made o f a coppe r rod [3] (see Fi g. 9 ) in 
which three holes were drilled lengthwise. One of these was lined wi th a 
monel tube and serves as t he heating chamber for the substance bei ng pyro -
l yzed . It ends in a 0 .030 i n . outlet. The remaining t wo holes deadend 
about l/8 in. f r om the outlet end of t he furna ce and hold an imme r s i on 
heater [4] and a movable constantan-chromel -P thermocouple, [5 ], At 100° C 
the furnace exhibited a t emperature gr adient of only 2° Cover the 4 inches 
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Figure 9. Schematic Diagram of Coaxial Furnace Beam Inlet System. 
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The furna ce was insulated from t he header [9 ] by a t hin -walled ( 0 , 010 in,) 
monel standoff tube [10] . The header was designed to bolt di rectly t o the fas~ 
r e a ction inlet of the spe ctrome ter wi t h the vacuum seal made by an a l umi num 
gaske t o The fast rea ction we l l [6] t hus serves a s a n i ntermedi ate pumpi ng 
volume and is pumped out through the vacuum line [ll] . 
Thi s inte rmediate pumping volume is sepa r ated from t he mass spe ct rometer 
by a 0.002 in . pinhole i n a 0 . 001 in . gold foil , The f oil is held against the 
end of the fast. rea ction chamber by a compression cylinder [8] and a Viton 
0-ring [7] ., 
'T'he sample i s held in the sample tube [l] and both thi s tube and the de li.v-
e ry tube [2 ] connecti ng it to t he furna ce are hea t ed by a single flexi bl e heat · 
i ng t ape , 
The same gas handling system t ha t is used i n conjunction with t he traveling 
f urnace inl et system may be alternately connected onto t he coaxi al fu r nace out-
l et system. Thi s system ha s been u sed with the coaxi a l f urnace to s t udy gases 
whi ch are r eadily condensed ( say with dry ice, 195° K) and i n which t he sampl e 
pressure i n t he f urna ce i s contr oll ed by controlling the t empe ra ture of the 
sample r eservoir immer sed i n a dewar, The s ampl e pressure i s measured wi th a 
Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation micromanometer , model 23 - 105 . 
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IV. . EXPERIMEN; :AL 
A. Verification Studies 
0 0 
Over the convenient temperature range of 400 to 600 K and a t 100 
mi crons of mercury pressure, the equi librium, 
varies from practi cally al l N0
2 
to all NO , This, therefore, seemed t o be 
an appropriate test system to verify that. the two furna ce beam inlet systems 
we re. operating according to design expectations . 
To pr ove that the samples i onized in the spectrometer are a c tuall y iden-
7.i cal in composition to tho se decomposed and assumed to be a t equilibrium in 
~"Je two f urnaces , it will be necessary to check each of them with a subst ance 
w;.i ch decomposes in a typical tempera t ure range and whose equil i brium composi-
l.ion is known as a function of temperature . If thi s knmm equilibrium i s not 
expe rimen+;ally r eproduced, design modifi cations will be necessary . For this 
p ·;. : pose the system NO -N0
2 
was sel ected f or s tudy. 
Se.veral experiments utilizing the coaxial beam inlet have been conduc:ted 
ar:d a l thou.gh the pressur e measurement and control has been ra ther crllde, the 
experimentally dete rmined equi l ibrium constants a gr eed surprisingly well with 
t,e li teratur e values .. Seve ra l experimental poi nts are shown in 'I'able I along 
witl!. ,he valu.es cal culated from the thermodynami c data gi ven by Kelley (19), 
J:he pressure in the furna ce during these several studies was equilibrated 
be tween 130 and 240 micr ons as indicated by a Consol idated Electrodynami cs 
Corpor ation mi cromanometer (Model 23-105) . 
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The sensitivity of the total analyti cal system to N0
2 
was determined with the 
... f •J. r na '"e at room temperature and based on the N0
2 
peaL At elevated tempera -
t 1..._ r es, the mea 3ured NO~ peak h e ight could t.hen be convert e d to a part i al 
pres sure o f l\T0
2 
i n the furnace " The difference between thi s par · ial pre.ss u.re 
a c- d the total pressure when multiplied by 2/3 was taken to be the partial 
pre s so.re o f NO in t h e f urnace , 
TABLE T 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM CONST.ANTS FOR 'I'HE 
DISSOCIATION OF N02 







.K t l experlmen a 
L O X 10-3 
6o l X 10- 3 
3ol X 1 0 •-3 
6o 7 X l0-3 
EL3 X l 0 - 2 
thermo~Ynami c 19) 
L53 X 10·- 3 
3,9 X 10-3 
3 o9 X 10·-j 
L l 6 X 10-2 
-2 
2 .. 22 X 10 
l'hese data ma y be improve d by b e tter pressure regul ation i n t he furnace .. Tile 
mos -t, likely non- ins trumental source of error i s in the possible nonequ i librium of 
the r e a ction i tselL 'I'he N0
2 
d i ssociation i s known to be ra ther .slow,. Better 
2xper ime nts lJ tili zi ng a pa cke d be d of catalyst ( activa ted charcoal) i n tll.e fur -
nace wil l lead to bette r results, However, it certa inl y seems t ha t t'v:> coaxial 
i nlet syst em i s operating according to design expectations.. Si mil ar v ecificat.ion 
3 uLdies Wi th the "travel i n g " furnace beam inlet have not yet been SUU.essfully 





As stated earlier, one of the primary objectives of this study has been 
to develop sources of the dihaloc.arbenes, the reactivity of which is then t o 
be obse~red at cr yogeni c temperatur es. 
The pyrolysis of C
2
I 4 using the coaxial f urnace and beam inlet system 
wa s studied , It was found that this solid parent substance had to be heated 
0 to at least 100 C to give a vapor pressure sufficient to produce a sui table 
spectrum . An examina tion of the equilibrium vapor of the c2I 4 a t various 
0 0 





decomposed i nto c
2
I 2 and I 2 rather tban the desired c:c2 . 
Experiments on the pyrolysis of CHI
3 
can be interpreted t o indi cate that 
a considerable amount of CI is present in the pyrolysis products at moderate 
2 
temperatur es (bel ow 300° C) . There a re some uncerta int ies i n t he i nterpreta ·-
t ion of this data due to the difficulty of resolving adjacent mass peaks a t 
the high mass numbers of the heavy iodine compounds . The peaks corresponding 
to CP.:I~ i ons and to cr; ions still remain to be completely resolved but a 
small shoulder on the hi gh mass side of the mai n peak l eads us to beli eve t ha t 
Cl~ is the main contributor to this peak (see e . g. Fi g. lOb) . 
The data i n Table II show the large increase in the CI~ or CHI; ion e:ur·-




with increased temperatur e . 
TABLE II 
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Figure 10 . (A) Mass Spectrum of CHI
3 
at Two Temperatures Showing Effect of 
Pyrol ysis . (B) De tailed Trace of CI; and CHI; Peaks . 
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This effect is best explained as resulting from the f ormati on of CI
2 
i n the 
f ;_ rnac:e caus ing more CI~ ions to be formed by an ionizing electror, beam of 
fixed curr-ent and fixed energy o This sta t ement assumes that -the cr oss .see: -




f e ~ CI
2 
i 2e J 
CHI t 2e t e ~ CHI3 + 3 
CHI
3 
+ e ~ C1
2 
f 1~ other products ) , 
do not change significantly with temperature up to about 300° G, which was 
the maximum furnace temperatur e u sed i n these studies -- Thi s also assume s 
t ha t no vi bra t iona l or other exci tation of any of the speci es i s co~tributing 
to f orm a redu_ced energy requirement for any process o Interestingly, GBI
3 
i s 
known to explode upon heabng to t emperatures of 210° C or above( 20) . 
Fu.rther experiments are being performed to verify -that thi s peak i s d:Je 
CI-+ to 
2
0 If this p r oves to be true, optimum condi t ions of tempera t ur e a':ld 
pressure, con sistent with our apparatus, wi ll be determi ned for the producti on 
of CJ
2
. :-r:'hen trapping experiments wi l l be performed in an effort t o isol ate 
GI
2 
a-1::. cr yogenic temperatures , It is anticipated that t hese t r apping studi es 
will initially i nvol ve matrix isolation of the labile spe cies, followed by a 
s tudy of the stability (or reactivity ) of the species as the ratio of the 




Apparent l y a good parent substance for the production of CF
2 
is t etr a -
flJ.oroethylene , \TFE), c
2
F4 i s an obnoxious mate r i al in t ha t i t i s sub j ect t o 
~32 -
violen-c decomposition under certain poorly defined conditions) so that; it must 
be handled with extreme care . With t his precaution) the substance is being 
prepared for this study by t he thermal degradation of teflon and puri fi ed by 
s imple bulb to bulb distillation ( 22)" Helpful information on the production) 
properties) storage and handling of TFE was obtained from the du Pont Company 
in their bulletin) v?Safe Handl ing of Te t rafluoroethylene) " but neither they 
nor any other vendor who was contacted would sel l a sample of t he material " 
c
2
F 4 , t ogether with Genetron·-1113) chlorotrifluoroethylene, c2ClF 3
, are to 
be used as pa r ent substances in pyrolysis experiments very similar t o t hose 
just described for the production of cr
2
, These experi ments a re i n p rogress) 
but are not suffi ciently developed for i nclusi on in this report, 'The results 
will be published at a later date, 
Still a third source of CF
2 
that has been developed wi thin tte l ast 






which is reduced in a stepwise 
fashion a l l the way to PF
5
) i .e , ) 
Ac:::ording to Mahler, who discovered t his process) the parent compound is made 
by t he rea c"tion of SF4 with ( cF3
) Pat 25° C, In the absence of other reac -
3 
tants ) the CF2 disappea rs i rrevers ibl y by fo rming the dimer) t rimer) or poly·~ 
mer, Decomposition of the P(CF ) F
2 
occurs very slowly (0 ,5 per cent per month) 
3 3 
in t h-:: gas phase at 25° C. 
An encouraging fact from the point of view of the CF
2 
q_uenching experi-
ment may be inferred from the t rapping experiments of Mastrangelo (24 ) , I n 
t 'ue se experiments ) r.
2
F6 a nd cyclo- c4F8 whe r e subjected to a Te sla coil l eak 
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detector discharge and immediately frozen onto a 77° K surface, Red and blue 





spectively " This deduction was based on analyses of the room tempe:ratt:re 
gases from such an experiment when either of several reactants was deposited 
on top of the red or blue material prior to the warm-up of the composite mass " 
Since no low temperature data were obtained, these deductions had to be in-








No significant results may be reported on these species at the pr esent 
time" The studies are continuing and the results will be published at a 
later date , 
E" Ionization EnerBL Measurements 
In understandi ng the chemi s try of unusual molecules at cryogeni c t emper-
atures it i s important to have accurate knowledge of bond str e ngths" It is 
also impor :.ant to have a qualitative "feel " fo r bond strength s and ac~ti vation 
energi es that are not now known , Both of these objectives can be me t by a 
continuing s tudy of the chemistry of these low temperatur e species with gvid-
ance from the best of curr ent theory , 
Experimentally observed ioniza tion potentials are thought to provide the 
most reliable basi s for eva luation of mol ecular orbital ca l cula t ions (25 ) J and 
he nce i t should be of inte res t to compare various semi ·-empi rica l and theoreti ·-
cal mol ecular orbital methods with experimenta l results for several compounds 
that are of inte r est he r e" Hall ( 26) ha s presented such a compa rison for 
methyl and chloro - substituted e thyl enes , The strength of chemical bonds can 
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also be estimated from appearance potentials if certain other information can be 
observed or calculated.. Such bond strength information is important for the 
vnderstanding of chemical kinetics. 
T'he time-of-flight mass spectrometer may be used in several ways to obtain 
appearance potentials with various degrees of accuracy, A very rapid method has 
been developed by Kiser and Gallegos vJhich i s claimed to be acct;rate to + 0 , 2 
vol•_s (27), The gas under study and a calibrating gas are admitted to t he spectro-
meter simultaneously and their peak heights as obtained wi th an electron energy of 
50 volts are re corded , Then) the sensitivity of the spectrometer is inc r eased 
100·-fold and the electron energy decrea sed until the ion current is the same as 
for 50 electrons. The difference in the voltages obta ined is taken as the 
difference i~ ionization potentia l of the gas under study and the ca libr ating gas, 
This method has been tried in this laboratory and results have proved to be about 
as accurate as was claimed for this procedure. 
The more u sual method of obtaining ionization potentials with t he mass spec -
trometer is by the use of ionization efficiency curves. Many of these mass spe c ·-
trometer methods for determining ioni zation potentials have been summa rized by 
McDowell (28), These plots of ion intensity vs .. electron energy may be made to 
approach the true ioni zati on potential very close l y by using the method of Fox) 
e t a L (29) , A retarding potential is applied to the electron beam to yield an 
energy distribDtion with a sharp low-energy limit . By varying t he retarding 
potent;ial slightly1 a new low - e nergy limit i s selected . The difference in ioniza -
t ion i s due to the electrons with energies between these two lower energies , By 
varying the potential in very small steps) the ionization efficiency curve may 
be plotted very accurately . This procedure i s commonly known a s the retarding 
potential difference (RPD) method . 
·-35 -
'I'he a cquisition of the necessary additional eqlJ.ipment needed for 1.:..se with 
the RPD technique is underway" The arrangement used here will be s imilar to 
that described by White) et aL in their :Kr:>udse n cell \.JOrk (30). 









are typi cal of the compounds tha t are being 
sy>-;thesi.zed in this program insofar as these compounds are thennally unst-able 




decomposes rapidly above 115° K a nd o
2
F2 
0 ' . 
above 200 K \2) . To study these substances in the cr yogenic inlet system 
described above would serve t o verify that the inlet wil l func•oion as desi gnedJ 
i.e . J in cold in situ mass spectrometric analysi s ; and in addi t.ion, the resul ts 
would be i nteresting i n their own r ight since li ttle of the properties of these 
very i nteresting compounds i s now knmm. 
With t he se objecti ves ) t he oxygen fluorides were produced using a gl ow 
discharge r eac tor in which t he discharge tube is immersed in liquid oxygen . 
A diagram of t he gas handling system and r eactor i s shown in Fig. ll. The 
fluorine cylinder and four control val ves shmm ins ide dashed l ines i s meant 
to indicate t ha t thi s part of the system was assembled i n s i de a barri cade with 
remote valving using extended valve stems " This is standard safety procEdure 
with high pressure e l emental f luorine. Al 5 KV neon sign t r ansformer control -
l ed by a va r iac i n the primary) toge ther wi t h a variable seri es limi ting 
r esi s tor in t he secondary permi tted sati s fa ctory c.ontrol of t he power to t he 
reactor. Afte r passivating the inner surf aces of all uni ts and inte rconne cting 
tubing ( l /4 X 0"035 in. copper tubing wi t h swagelok fi ttings and brass bellows 




gas \va s prepared in the 1 6.£ sta i nle ss 
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Figure 11 . Schematic Diagram of Oxygen Fl uorides Synthesis Apparatus . 
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in a solution of liquid oxygen containing some ni t rogen so as to give a the rmo-
0 
stated temperature of 83 K" The mixed gases, i n stoichiometri c proportion were 
then admitted t o the reactor and the di scharge was igni t ed . A brass Whi tey mi cro-
regu.lating valve [G], type 2R.S4, was used quite satisfactorily as a fl ow regu.lator 
to maintain the reactant i nput rate at very nearly the product production rate . 
1his 1-1as apparent from the stability of the reactor pressure as monitored by c,he 
sulphuric acid manometer [N]. In a typical run at pressures of 70- 130 rum a ci d, 
Le . , 9 to 18 rum mercury, and a discharge voltage of 3400 to 3800 volts, the 








product in 4 -l/2 hoL.~rs o 'rhis is mu ch 
lower than yields of as much as 14 ml per hour that were reported by Amster, 
et a l , (31) and similar high yields reported by others. The low y ield was prob-
abl y due t o insufficient cooling of t he e lec t r odes and to poor mixing of he 
inpo.t gas mixture . There has been no attempt here to maximize the yield s ince 
the need i s only for quantiti es sufficient f or mass spectrometer anal ysis and 
tha t is r eadily me t by these mu~h smaller quantities . 
The transfer pipette for transfe rring a sampl e from the reactor to -t-his 
c ryogenically cooled inlet of t he mass spectr ometer is i nserted -~: tro1Jgh the 
29/h2 standard taper on top of the reactor . 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The primary requirement for meaningful research i n low temperature 
chemist r y is t hat of cold chemical analysis . The species a nd phe. omena that 
are being observed must be observed at the low t emper a tur e since warming wi ll 
usually destroy, or at best, greatl y complica te the experiment. This requi re-
ment has bee n met in these studies by modification of the Bendi x time- of- fl i ght 
mass spec,trometer and the desi gn and construction of a unique c ryogeni cally 
cool ed inle t system . In essence, the sample container, at the very low temper -
ature, is positioned such t ha t the mol ecules immergi ng f rom a pi n t .ole i n the 
container are ins t .antly in the path o f t he ioni zing beam of t.he spectr-ometer. 
Purification, or at l east some enrichment of the i nterest ing prod:.;:c _. 
species, i s also necessary. Here agai n, t he enrichment proce s ses of w:tatever 
sort, must be conducted in such a manner that the produc t mi xt t:-.re is not 
warmed to a temperature at which some const ituent might become ei ~ .her phy'·ic:ally 
unstabl e or chemi cally too rea ctive to handle , Thi s second requi r'Cment ~a':3 been 
me t in these s tudies by developing the technique of f ractional free ze-m. t and 
f ractional sublimation. This process i s not greatl y efficient, blJ L it is simple, 
whi ch seemed to be the more desirable attribute. Sophistication of t hese tech-
nique s can come l a -cer, 
The f r a cti onal freeze·-out assembl y and t he cryogenic mass spectrometer 
inle t assembly may be combined if convenient for some parti cular experiment. 
Su ffi cient study of t he arrangement has not been made to allow a final 









a "test case ", and the results will be publ ished l ater .. 
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Very few reactions will proceed at cryogenic: temperatures by merely con-
tacting the precooled reactants. Usually some form of activation is required , 
In these studies particular emphasis has been placed on t he pyrolysis of a 
suitable parent to produce the species of interest , Since it is necessary to 
adjust the pyrolysis parameters of temperature) pressure ) flow rate) etc" , for 
optimum production of the species of interest) it is necessary to examine the 
na re of the effluent from the high energy genesis phase of ~he experimen " 
To meet this requirement) two molecular beam inlet systems have been constructed 
for ·use with the mass spec trometer . Each has i ts peculiar advanta ges and dis-
advantages, The design operation of one of the se systems) the coaxial beam 




Several parent substances for the production of the dihalocarbenes have 
been obtained) but only f or cr
2 
are the data sufficiently developed to permit 
a choi ce of a satisfactory pa rent substance. 
There have been no quenching expe riment s with any of the carbenes) so 
the question of their existence is still unanswered. The work is con.tim;. ·ng 
and additional r e sults will be forwarded to NASA as reasonable units of 
information are developed. 
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